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Abstract
This paper is an explorative, conceptual study on the fundamental problem 
of maritime transport. The author suggests that the present mechanism of 
decision-makings will not function on the currently prevailing paradigm: i.e. 
freedom of shipping and the economies of scale. The current market 
mechanism relies on rationality, which is only workable within the 
framework of short-term predictability. To address the globalised economies 
and the eventual increase in maritime traffics, more control will inevitably 
be extended over the supervision of navigation and shipping management. In 
this future circumstance, the effectiveness of legislative measures will be 
limited. Rather, a non-economical value system should be incorporated into 
the decision-making processes of maritime management. It will be the world 
where moral and ethic are more seriously dealt with in the maritime 
economic theories
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I. Introduction
Shipping has been known as the quintessence of the free market. A tramp 
shipping market, among others, is one of the typical cases, where entry 
barriers are low and freight and charter hires are generally left to the 
interplay of supply and demand. Bull factors are such as drastic increase in 
the trade volume, restraint of shipbuilding capacity, disturbance in a major 
navigation route, port congestion etc. Bear factors include decrease in the 
trade volume, over-capacity in shipbuilding, increase in a canal capacity, 
easing of port congestion etc. However, the market does not faithfully reflect 
those factors, but miscalculation of the magnitude of the factors and 
speculative behaviours of the participants always distort shipping markets 
and amplify the fluctuation of freight and charter hire rate. These phenomena 
are described as bullwhip effect.1
The chartering markets of larger-sized bulk carriers, tankers and gas 
carriers display less free competition because the number of market 
participants is small, and more trust-oriented motives tend to rely on 
long-term relationship between carriers and shippers, or owners and 
charterers.
Liner shipping used to be regarded as more of a transport infrastructure 
than a market-oriented sector. However, the collapse of shipping conferences 
on most trades in the 1990s made liner shipping one of the freest markets in 
shipping.
The surge of bulk shipping markets in 2006, 2007 and the first half of 2008 
brought many proactive owners huge profits by securing tonnage one step 
ahead of their competitors. The high markets were caused by the multiple 
functions of the above bull factors. On the basis are the fundamentals of 
emerging economies especially in the Asian countries.
A typical question that is always asked is ‘how long’. ‘How long is the 
current market trend continuing?’ ‘How long will the economic growth of a 
particular country or a region sustain?’ As a matter of fact, it was proved in 
the autumn of 2008 that these are the most difficult question to answer 
because the accountability for the present situation does not give assurance 
to the forecast for the future market. Then, what will happen to the shipping 
world in the future? Asking this question will require us to post a 
fundamental question: ‘What will be the future paradigm of maritime 
transport?’ 
This paper attempts to contribute to transcending the stereotypes of value 
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system in shipping by presenting some of the elements of current maritime 
paradigm that are subject to reconsideration. 
II. Questioning 1st Paradigm: Freedom of Shipping
Ocean transportation has been growing on the basis of the principle of free 
seas. Grotius advocated this mission in 1609, not intending to pursue the 
noble cause of the introduction of fairness to ocean transportation, but to 
benefit the Netherlands, his mother country, by accusing the highhandedness 
of Spain and Portugal in the struggle for supremacy in the world trade. The 
final objective of the appeal, made to the lords of the Catholic countries, was 
to free his country’s fleet from the restriction of navigation in the ocean and 
trade with Asia, where the region’s ports were dominated by those two 
countries. The Age of Geographical Discovery, started by Spain and 
Portugal, was the beginning of colonisation for the Asians. Grotius’ appeal 
for the free seas principle ironically threw Asians into the era of lost dignity 
by making the region a battle field of the European forces in the following 
centuries.2 
The free seas principle became a universal rule in the 18th century and 
began to be recognized as a paradigm in the governance of the seas, though 
there remained some controversy until the 20th century between the flag 
states and the states that inspect the ships. It was partly modified towards 
‘control’ by the adoption of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 
Sea (UNCLOS), which came into force in 1994. It defines the rights and 
responsibilities of nations in their use of the oceans, establishing guidelines 
for businesses, the environment, and the management of marine natural 
resources.3 
The freedom of shipping finds its root in the free seas and plays a role to 
govern commercial rules concerning shipping. Its concept is based on the 
freedom of navigation, contract and registration. Ship owners are in 
principle free to register their ships with any country, deploy their fleet in 
any shipping route and to load and unload cargo for any shipper. Although 
some nations have caused a stir by claiming shipping rights, restricting 
foreign companies to provide shipping services, limiting the right to 
undertake combined multimodal transport etc., many nations have generally 
maintained their central shipping policy based on this paradigm.
IMF Economic Outlook, April 2009
Kuribayashi (2004)
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1. Fundamental Change in Economic Environment and its Effect on Shipping
However, what we see now in shipping is a fundamental change in the 
social environment that may overturn the principle of freedom of shipping as 
a core paradigm. Populated BRICs countries, especially China and India, are 
showing drastic economic growth. China’s GDP is expected to catch up with 
that of Japan in 2010.4 At that stage, however, its GDP per capita will be 
merely ten percent of that of Japan as the country is ten times more 
populated. It means that the growth potential of China’s economy is 
enormous, with a reservation that the country’s rural areas will actually 
remain less affluent for a longer period to come.  
This means that the emerging countries, which were marginalised by the 
great imperial powers for as long as from the 16th to the 20th century, are 
treading back on a normal track of sustainable development with vast 
population. This trend will certainly affect the magnitude of ocean 
transportation in the world. The oceans will have to accommodate navigation 
of more ships, large and small. It will become more difficult to ensure safety 
of the seas, especially in straits, inner seas and ports, as there will be more 
serious differences among owners in the quality of their ships and crews as 
well as that of shore management. 
2. Changes towards More Control
This future situation will necessitate control of those navigations in a 
certain means and force shipowners and their ships to observe more rules and 
regulations. Policing of ship navigation and port state controls will have to 
be reinforced to the level much higher than that is currently accepted in the 
free shipping principle.
Flagging-out will be one of the most controversial. The present standard of 
navigational safety is based on the flag state control. People are enjoying 
freedom of business by utilising the flag of convenience in the context of 
less control over crew manning and ship maintenance, and low tax rate. For 
the host countries, ship registration is a business efficiently bringing income 
to the government and the domestic lawyers and accountants without making 
a large amount of investment. Therefore, more and more small countries 
have started offering flag of convenience to foreign owners.
However, this system has caused lack of safeguard for the safety at sea. 
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because of the lack of competence for administration. Arguments on the 
genuine link between ships and the flag states have not yet produced a clear 
direction of international legislation.5 Classification societies, which issue 
certificates on behalf of the flag state government, tend to confuse their own 
role as independent surveyors with shipowner relationship management by 
relaxing the application of their own criteria. Thus, to remedy the defect of 
the flag of convenience system, port state control system was agreed for 
establishment in 1982. However, this is only effective when ships are at 
ports. How can we assure navigational safety and clean seas while so many 
substandard ships are running across open seas and territorial waters in the 
name of innocent passage?
Historical development of the institutional environment6  pertaining to 
shipping has thus resulted in accumulation of rules and regulations. Piles of 
rule books and operating manuals have reached the volume that officers and 
engineers on board can hardly read all of them and keep understanding of the 
contents in a proactive manner for operation. In addition to that, duplication 
of inspections and surveys onboard ships are made by various stakeholders 
such as governments, classification societies and shippers while they are at 
a port. This situation deteriorates the working conditions of seafarers and 
tends to work adversely to the safety of the sea.
Obviously, there is a serious malfunction of the institutional environment 
in shipping. Accumulating rules and regulations in addition to the existing 
ones has come to a limit. Instead, we shall need to reconstruct the shipping 
order by rewriting maritime constitution on the basis that ship navigation 
must be supervised and controlled according to globally unified rules and 
systems instead of putting tremendous amendments to existing rules and 
regulations. This is a challenge to the freedom of shipping based on the free 
seas, but it is a distant but inevitable shift of maritime paradigm for the sake 
of global sustainability. 
III. Questioning 2nd Paradigm: Economies of Scale
In transportation economics, economies of scale is a paradigm. So is in 
shipping. Bulkers, tankers, container ships, car carriers alike have all 
increased their size and it has enabled reduction of transportation cost per 
unit. We now see 300 thousand deadweight-ton ore carriers and 13,000 teu 
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advances further, ships far larger than those can be built, and theoretically 
more economies of scale will be yielded. 
However, this scenario works only for a long-distance transportation 
between the developed West and the less-developed East; i.e. low-cost 
products have been transported from Asia to Europe and North America. This 
assumption will need to be reconsidered. The 21st century maritime transport 
will mainly concentrate in the Asian waters because of the rapid economic 
catch-up taking place in the region with huge population. Therefore, both 
production and consumption will largely be located in proximity within the 
range from India to Japan. This pattern of development in maritime transport 
has never been seen in the history since Europeans started dominating the 
Asian waters in the 15th century. We live in the era in which Asians recover 
their own track of development and prosperity, which was disrupted for five 
centuries. (See Table 1)
<Table 1>   World Containerized Cargo Movement (2006)
There is a great potential in Asia that a greater number of ports will serve 
their own hinterlands, each of which will have both a large range of 
production capacity and a great consumers market. It is a region where a 
huge volume of goods will be transported between ports in short distances in 
various directions. In this circumstance, demonstration of the economies of 
scale in shipping will be limited, especially in container shipping. Shippers, 
who will be scattered in various hinterlands, will have their specific needs 
Source : Mitsui OSK Lines
Unit : 1,000TEU
to North East South Middle South
from America Asia America East Asia
N.America 240 5,704 1,996 1,912 309 224 244 237 10,865
East Asia 14,740 14,859 10,604 1,569 1,573 1,085 1,141 1,069 46,640
Europe 2,963 4,669 2,851 1,748 2,299 613 2,539 333 18,015
S.America 2,093 718 1,750 1,583 174 37 361 55 6,770
Middle East 157 322 803 6 393 140 212 29 2,065
South Asia 683 493 883 87 378 225 278 33 3,060
Africa 156 494 1,605 52 113 132 635 34 3,220
Oceania 215 768 303 49 104 51 72 492 2,054
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for transportation variable in size and direction. As the region will need to 
ensure border-less movement of commodities, contributions to shippers’ lead 
time management in supply chain network will be crucial for shipping lines 
and logistics service providers. Hub-and-spokes method will not be 
beneficial to shippers in short distances. Demanded more will be quick 
transportation with direct calling at the port in proximity where they are 
located. The effort of maritime transporters will be centred on the fulfilment 
of this requirement in the 21st century.
With a view to this diversification of shipping needs, the well-discussed 
hub port competitions, now amplified in the East Asia, will have less 
significance. Future maritime transport will be the one that can benefit a 
greater number of hinterlands rather than to make mega maritime magnates 
by means of scale economy. This is without doubt a challenge to the existing 
paradigm of maritime transport, which has been dominated by the economies 
of scale within the framework of static market mechanism.
IV. What is Missing in Maritime Transport
 
Now we stand at the crossroads in the face of fundamental changes in the 
world economic map. The task of our generation is to find a renewed 
paradigm that is directly in accordance with the changes. Instead of linear 
models of transport economics, the following factors will be considered to 
meet the future requirements, which concern the relationship between 
economy and value system.
1. Moral Order
Tsuru7 states that value in use tends to be overlooked by economists, 
whose eyes are always cast on value in exchange. By quoting Paul 
Samuelson’s word, “There is no mind in the market”, he advocates that 
political intention should put more importance on the inappropriable, which 
are essential but not exchangeable in the market. They include water, solar 
light, rain, air, animals, plants and natural environment. These fundamental 
elements of economy are essential for human life but do not have prices at 
which they are traded in the market. Therefore, it is rare that economists take 
up the issue of the value in use as variables in their modelling framework 
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complexity of the former. 
Comte-Sponville,8 a French philosopher, explains the same issue in a 
different way. He claims that there is no moral in capitalism. According to 
Comte-Sponville, there are four categories of value recognition; economical 
(scientific or technical), legal (political), moral (conscientious) and ethical 
(philanthropic). These four categories independently function in the mind of 
the human, thus cannot substitute each other. Therefore, a moral decision 
cannot be a part of economical decisions. This does not mean that 
economical transactions are immoral. Rather, decisions are often made 
outside the economical value system. Some of the decisions may be made 
politically, morally or ethically, when market mechanism is put aside. He 
further states that the shortcomings of economical decisions should from 
time to time be redeemed by one of the other three orders. 
These two statements support the occurrence of market failures and they 
are often cured by an exogenous order, whether it is political or spontaneous.  
In the maritime transport, we should apply this argument in the 
development of the current situation. Shipping markets have been 
functioning largely on the basis of freedom in every context. This means 
economical decisions in the market mechanism have superseded the legal, 
moral and ethical values. However, as accidents repeatedly occurred, more 
and more rules and standards have put the hoop on the free shipping. That is, 
legislative elements have been intervening in the market mechanism of 
shipping from time to time. It was viewed in the Section I that these 
constraints are straining seafarers’ and ship managers’ tension to a breaking 
point in between profitability and safety.
This argument leads to a question about the possibility of the other two 
categories, moral and ethical. Can maritime transport be regulated more 
effectively by appealing to righteousness or philanthropy in order to protect 
the interest of consumers and preserve the global environment? 
So far, it has not been proved that the attempt to apply moral and ethical 
value to decision- makings in shipping successfully functions. Efforts 
towards quality shipping9  have always been motivated by ‘threat’; i.e. of 
being punished due to illegality, of having to pay a huge amount of 
compensation for the environmental damages, or of losing opportunities to 
be selected by charterers because of operating substandard ships. Threat is 
always calculated by the amount of potential damages. If it is expected to be 
smaller than the direct benefit (i.e. lower cost) that is enjoyable by not 
complying with the norm, quality shipping is not pursued by ship owners. 
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Will it continue to be so in the future?
A hint for the solution will be to realign the evaluation system for the 
quality of ships and shipping management. Apart from the existing 
international treaties, standards, national laws, classification society system, 
port state controls etc., an appraisal system by rating of management in 
terms of attitude towards quality and safety and education on and off the job 
for continued improvement of the same will be necessary.10
2. Bounded Rationality11
The current maritime paradigm does not recognise the moral and the 
ethical categories of values as rational decision-making factors. Since the 
Scientific Revolution, rationality has been a universally shared paradigm in 
every area of science or profession. That is a pursuit of visuality of 
explanations. However, we have seen so many anomalistic occasions where 
non-economical decisions are made, which cannot be explained in a rational 
way. They are the cases such as that people stop calculating the pros and 
cons of possibilities and make a decision seemingly by intuition. Vague 
factors such as customer relationship tend to become decisive. It occurs 
when people put more importance on a longer-term relationship or solution. 
In this sense, rationality is a short-term accountability.12
  Now we are facing a fundamental problem of human subsistence for the 
future. We are not certain whether human being can survive or not one 
hundred years from now in the circumstance where our economic activities 
keep damaging the globe. In the shipping world, we now keep a great number 
of issues yet unattended. They are kept so in the name of freedom of 
shipping. Counted, among others, are quality of ships, crew and shore 
management in term of safety and the preservation of marine environment, 
and as to who must bear the costs for them. We must now admit that 
economical order (i.e. market mechanism) and legal order (i.e. legislative 
measures) are powerless in the world of multi-centred mega economies. The 
problems we are facing are too long-term to rely on the short-term rationality 
for solutions. To cope with the extra long-term issues, left in our hand is a 
value system that seriously deals with the welfare of the human being and the 
global environment. It may lead to a fundamental challenge to the 
longstanding paradigm of the freedom of shipping and the economies of 
scale. By resorting to the dynamic measures for a fundamental reform of 
decision-making system, maritime transport may evolve to a new dimension 
Weber (1991)13
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of orderliness.   
In this shift of paradigm, the Weberian13 management of economy, which 
was abandoned in the history of economics, and the traditional Confucian 
value system of East Asia, in which righteousness and virtue are the core 
concept of teaching, are expected to come back in the centre of institutional 
environment to contribute to a better governance of maritime transport. The 
rating system to appraise it as mentioned earlier will be subject to further 
studies. 
The paradigm in maritime transport is, as such, facing the need for a 
thorough realignment in accordance with the dynamism of Asian economies.   
 
V. Concluding Remarks towards a New Paradigm
This paper focused on a possible fundamental shift of decision-making 
system within the framework of paradigm in maritime transport. The 
freedom of shipping and the economies of scale were examined as 
quintessence. 
Highlighted was the fact that the future globe and oceans will have to 
accommodate far larger magnitude of goods flow and the eventual heavy 
traffics of ships, which may create further harm on the global environment. 
To cope with this problem, the current system to keep the maritime order is 
not likely to be working effectively. That is a failure of market mechanism 
and legislation. Therefore, a new maritime paradigm that includes moral and 
ethical dimensions of decision-makings was suggested. It may be described 
as a convergence of the west and the east value systems in economy.
We have not been able to propose how it can be implemented in harmony 
with the present paradigm of rationality. It will be a kind of evolutionary 
process rather than a legislative one.
This hypothesis is still in the explorative stage. In the recent researches in 
maritime economics, major emphasis has been put on the static modelling 
and technical solution proposals. The author stresses that, if the issues taken 
up in this study continue to be left without being questioned behind those 
technicalities, it can cause a wrong judgement of necessary guidance for the 
future governance of maritime transport. This study can be positioned as a 
fundamental challenge to the currently prevailing research methods, which 
tend to lack conceptual discussions.
The reviewers’ constructive comments on this paper were highly 
Date of Contribution : March 2, 2009
Date of Acceptance : June 10, 2009
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appreciated. The author would welcome additional suggestions and critical 
comments to this study by many researchers, which will certainly enrich this 
area of study further.*
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